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What happened?

- There was a significant increase in recordable incidents in Maersk in mid 2008!
- 4 accidents in one week.
- All could have potentially been worse.
Accidents:

- **29th April, Norway** – Crush/Fractured finger (caught in steel door in Shaker area)
- **2nd May, Denmark** – Lacerated fingers (caught between drillpipe & chain)
- **2nd May, UK** - Amputation tip finger (caught in door latch)
- **5th May, Australia** – Amputation tip of Finger (caught in rotating power tong).
Approximately 40% of workplace injuries are hand & finger injuries.
“Hands on Safety Campaign” overview

- Movie (featuring one of our injured employees)
- Comprehensive Power Point Presentation
- Overview of Global statistics
- Props to use in Presentations
- Campaign Posters
- Reference Hand books
- E- Learning package & certificate on completion
- T- Shirts
- Competition for injury reduction ideas

- Rolled out Globally in the 1st Quarter 2009
Norway contributed 31% Hand & Finger injuries in MD and MFPSOs
Life is in your hands

Hand & finger injuries for MD and MFPSOs in total reached the 1st peak when tasks were started and a 2nd peak when tasks got close to the end.

- Total H&F Injuries (Offshore)
- Total Accidents

No. of Hand & Finger Injuries registered

Hours into shift
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MAERSK FPSOs
Life is in your hands

Hand & finger injuries for MD and MFPSOs in total happened more at the beginning of an offshore visit

- Total H&F Injuries (Offshore)
- Total Accidents

No. of Hand & Finger Injuries registered

Days into shift
What are the consequences?

- Loss of limb – full or partial
- Temporary or permanent disability
- Loss of trade skill capacity
- Loss of preferred job
- Pain and suffering
- Burns and infections

Life is in your hands
How do we protect our hands & fingers?

- **Elimination**
- **Substitution**
- **Engineering controls**
- **Administrative controls**
- **Personal protection**
Be serious about your safety

Safety on Hands - Hands on safety

- Even the best intentions can lead to accidents
- Every job, every action, every movement must be looked at with “safety glasses”
- Not following safety procedures is a sure way to have accidents
- When working stay focussed on the job at hand.
- Well maintained equipment goes hand in hand with a well maintained safety culture.

Go home Safe
SUMMARY

• Post campaign
  ➢ Globally
  ➢ Locally

• Hand & Finger injuries along with all others continue to be a focus for us as.

• Quote by Maersk CEO:
  “every single accident is a loss to the entire organisation”